PRODUCT DATASHEET

PL250 Premium Luster
Bright white PREMIUM-PE-paper with a microporous Luster coating, matching the appearance and a
haptic of analogue photo paper. Very fast drying, very high resolution for photo-realistic prints of the
highest quality.

Description:
Real Luster paper
Wide color gamut
Fast drying (Instant-dry)
Application:
*Suitable for use with Fuji (DX100) and Epson (D700)
**Suitable for use with Noritsu (D502, D703, D1005 HR), Fuji (DL42D,DL410, DL430, DL450, DL600) and
Epson (D3000)
Grammage:
Thickness:
Opacity:
Storage:
part no.
6907102085
6907127085
6907152085
6907203085
6907254085
6907305085
6907102057
6907127057
6907152057
6907203057
6907210057

250 g/m²
265 µ
98 %
15 - 30 °C (40 - 60% rH)
unit

size

remarks

4 Rolls
4 Rolls
4 Rolls
2 Rolls
2 Rolls
2 Rolls
4 Rolls
4 Rolls
4 Rolls
2 Rolls
2 Rolls

4“ (102 mm) x 85,7 m**
5“ (127 mm) x 85,7 m**
6“ (152 mm) x 85,7 m**
8“ (203 mm) x 85,0 m**
10“ (254 mm) x 85,0 m**
12“ (305 mm) x 85,0 m**
4“ (102 mm) x 55,5 m*
5“ (127 mm) x 55,5 m*
6“ (152 mm) x 55,5 m*
8“ (203 mm) x 55,0 m*
210 mm x 55,0 m*

without banderole
without banderole
without banderole
with banderole
with banderole
with banderole
without banderole
without banderole
without banderole
with banderole
with banderole

Important: Before using our print media, please verify that it is suitable for use with your printer. We shall not assume liability for non-performance of the print
media resulting from changes beyond our control in printing inks or printers. Specifications are subject to change without notice. This product data sheet is intended
to be used as a guideline only.
Storing conditions: Please keep product in the supplied boxes for best possible protection. Product must be stored in a cool and dry environment, exposure to
sun light is to be avoided.
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